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Movie Review, Bengali Movie Review By SankhaDeb in Dhaka, Bangladesh Nakajima (Naomichi
Ishida), a black ops assassin sent to kill Kasumi in time for her execution, only to find the young
woman is no longer to be killed. Kasumi, a renowned ninja who killed the man who killed her parents,
says she and Nakajima must work together to take revenge on a group of Yakuzas that murdered her
family. Instead of killing Kasumi, Nakajima forms a bond with her that alters their fate. Transformed
into a gifted Ninja, Kasumi must use her old skills to confront the masterminds behind her family’s
murder and save herself. Directed by: Hideo Nakata, Stars: Kasumi Koyama, Naomichi Ishida, Kenichi
Matsuyama. Kasumi Koyama and Nakajima Ishida give the best double as mothers and daughters in
this ninja bloodbath! The second outing of this top-drawer franchise is a feast of kung-fu mayhem,
featuring plenty of slashing, stabbing and slashing. A handful of plot twists with a slant towards the
goofy is on offer, but Nakajima and Kasumi’s burgeoning bromance is the heart of this colossal display
of adrenalin-spiked martial arts. It’s the hunt for the rogue Yakuza hit squad, played with a bucket-
load of bloody, silly Japanese cool. A plethora of period-correct kung fu flourishes and elaborate sets
help add some depth to the picture. The best thing about the
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